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"Microdea offered the solution that most

closely matched Sick Kids requirements for 

on-line access to the electronic patient chart," 

commented Dr. John Edmonds, 

Clinical Director Medical Informatics,

Hospital for Sick Children.

a t i o n

When the Hospital for Sick Children

decided to automate their Patient Charts,

they relied on a Synergize™ Document

Imaging Solution by Microdea Inc.
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DOES A PAPER TRAIL SIMPLIFY

THE HOSPITAL ENVIRONMENT?

In the United States alone, over one trillion paper documents

will be produced annually. Over 42 billion faxes will be trans-

mitted. What will healthcare facilities do with all this paper?

How will they maintain order, not only within a department,

but also throughout departments and clinics? Are the tradi-

tional paper patient charts and manual filing systems the most

efficient solution?

ADVANCED SECURITY AND CONTROL

Paper files provide weak audit logs because it is virtually

impossible to identify who amended or reviewed patient 

information. With Electronic Patient Charts (EPC) regulated, 

on-line access to patient files allows timely access to critical

information by authorized staff

over a Local or Wide Area

Network. With strict password

access, this paperless system

allows efficient and immediate

retrieval of records by staff without sacrificing security and

allows the hospital to maintain comprehensive document level

audit logs of activities within patient charts.

Gaining control and security of patient documentation is 

crucial in order for health care facilities to maintain a profes-

sional and leading edge. Hospitals can maintain high levels of

document integrity by regulating which documents or versions

may be viewed, edited and even printed.

SIMPLIFY THE PROCESS

There is no need to spend valuable staff resources trying to

determine where documents are stored. Eliminate time switch-

ing from program to program or sorting through filing rooms.

Reduce paper tracking, photocopying and filing processes.

Active files reside on a server and enable instant, simultaneous,

multi-user document access that speeds up retrieving, 

viewing or distributing electronic patient charts. 

INCREASED EFFICIENCY CAN REDUCE RISK

Rapid and informed response is a routine part of a health 

professional's day. Consent to treatment and authorizations can

be verified instantly through EPC. This imaging technology

provides valuable tools for the management of any patient

paper records and provides significant improvements in the

accessibility of information to enable fast response

and to dramatically enhance treatment.

Multiple departments, simultaneously, with a click

of a mouse, can locate and review patient charts

without leaving their desks! Documents may be

securely retrieved and reviewed by as many people as necessary 

without time lost on photocopying or manual file retrieval 

and delivery.

A SOLUTION AS UNIQUE AS YOUR PATIENTS

A good imaging solution is highly scalable and customizable.

It allows you to start with a single department or office and

expand the core system to include other departments, clinics or

any remote facilities.

To suit varying inter-departmental needs, a flexible document

imaging solution can store records with customized indexing,

access controls and file structures that are meaningful to each

department or organizational division. Synergize™ software

from Microdea is designed to deliver these and many other 

critical benefits, specifically required by hospitals.

DID YOU KNOW? 
7.5% of all documents are lost, and
3% of the remaining are misfiled.

INJECT PROVEN TECHNOLOGY INTO HEALTHCARE

RECORDS MANAGEMENT WITH SYNERGIZE
TM

-

STREAMLINED DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT

Synergize™ is an advanced document imaging and 

management system able to create and manage a completely

paperless Electronic Patient Chart (EPC). Specifically engineered

to meet the daily needs of health care facilities. Synergize™

incorporates all Patient Chart Management functions including

Imaging, COLD, and Workflow into a single, easy to use interface.

Information can be collected and managed securely by the system,

with the necessary audit logs and group access controls to meet

government mandates, including HIPAA. 

IMPROVE PATIENT CHART MANAGEMENT BY

CONVERTING PAPER BASED CHART SYSTEMS TO EPC 

Investing in technology that interoperates with a wide variety of

software and hardware systems is of critical importance. So is 

delivering electronic documents reliably and securely. And, you want

to ensure that the software that creates them is non-proprietary and

ready to work right out of the box, yet is completely customizable

to your organization and it's legacy systems. Synergize™ will help

health care facilities to easily convert paper information from the

current manual filing process into quickly accessible data that can

enhance patient care and improve productivity.

 

 

 

Benefits

Instant, simultaneous, multi-
user document access from 
any location

Updated in real time to increase
speed of decision making

Easily locate, retrieve, view 
or distribute patient charts,
episodes and medical documents

Improve workflow with
reduced billing & coding errors 

Ensure patient confidentiality 

Improved document tracking
and audit logs

Authorization via password
protected access

Guard against data loss

Minimize storage needs

Reduce paper management and
handling

Reduce paper loss & misfiling

Expand from one department 
to the entire organization

Customized indexing access
control and file structures,
departmentally

Complement EMR and other
advanced patient monitoring
systems

Easy to meet government 
regulated mandates like HIPAA

Hassle free auditing

Compatible with most client
server networks, database 
platforms and software

Features 

Integrated
Patient
Information

Enhanced
Security

Electronic
Data

Scalable &
Customizable

Automated
Compatibility

Robust
Architecture

DID YOU KNOW? 
Implementing document imaging increases 

processing capacity and reduces the time needed to
gather and disseminate information by up to 50% 

ELECTRONIC PAPER CHARTS ENABLE EVERYONE IN THE HOSPITAL TO BE MORE EFFECTIVE AND PRODUCTIVE, AND ULTIMATELY DELIVER SUPERIOR HEALTH CARE

TM

Synergize™ is an innovative and cost-effective solution with
real returns on investment and lasting patient care benefits. 
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Departments Benefiting from EPCINJECT PROVEN TECHNOLOGY INTO HEALTHCARE

RECORDS MANAGEMENT WITH SYNERGIZE
TM

-

STREAMLINED DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT

Synergize™ is an advanced document imaging and 

management system able to create and manage a completely

paperless Electronic Patient Chart (EPC). Specifically engineered

to meet the daily needs of health care facilities. Synergize™

incorporates all Patient Chart Management functions including

Imaging, COLD, and Workflow into a single, easy to use interface.

Information can be collected and managed securely by the system,

with the necessary audit logs and group access controls to meet

government mandates, including HIPAA. 

IMPROVE PATIENT CHART MANAGEMENT BY

CONVERTING PAPER BASED CHART SYSTEMS TO EPC 

Investing in technology that interoperates with a wide variety of

software and hardware systems is of critical importance. So is 

delivering electronic documents reliably and securely. And, you want

to ensure that the software that creates them is non-proprietary and

ready to work right out of the box, yet is completely customizable

to your organization and it's legacy systems. Synergize™ will help

health care facilities to easily convert paper information from the

current manual filing process into quickly accessible data that can

enhance patient care and improve productivity.

EEL E C T R O N I C PPA T I E N T CCHART

((EEPPCC))   I M P R O V E S THE E F F I C I E N C Y

OF YOUR D E P A R T M E N T S ,,

I M P R O V E S P A T I E N T CARE ,,  CUTS

C O S T S &&  I N C R E A S E S RROOII

Benefits

Instant, simultaneous, multi-
user document access from 
any location

Updated in real time to increase
speed of decision making

Easily locate, retrieve, view 
or distribute patient charts,
episodes and medical documents

Improve workflow with
reduced billing & coding errors 

Ensure patient confidentiality 

Improved document tracking
and audit logs

Authorization via password
protected access

Guard against data loss

Minimize storage needs

Reduce paper management and
handling

Reduce paper loss & misfiling

Expand from one department 
to the entire organization

Customized indexing access
control and file structures,
departmentally

Complement EMR and other
advanced patient monitoring
systems

Easy to meet government 
regulated mandates like HIPAA

Hassle free auditing

Compatible with most client
server networks, database 
platforms and software

Information
Mgmt

Medical/ 
Emergency IS/IT Administration Finance &

Billing
Features 

Integrated
Patient
Information

Enhanced
Security

Electronic
Data

Scalable &
Customizable

Automated
Compatibility

Robust
Architecture

DUCTIVE, AND ULTIMATELY DELIVER SUPERIOR HEALTH CARE

TM

Synergize™ is an innovative and cost-effective solution with
real returns on investment and lasting patient care benefits. 
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SYNERGIZE™ ACCESSIBILITY, 
RELIABILITY, AND SECURITY

Hospitals can dramatically improve patient care

through an enhanced, electronic capability to manage

patient charts, reduce costs and increase productivity

with the use of Synergize™ software.

Through electronic patient records, hospitals can now

achieve faster and easier patient information retrieval,

audit controls, security restrictions and access controls

that paper records lack. Synergize™ software enables

improved efficiency and workflow while minimizing

paper handling processes.

BUILT FOR THE FUTURE

Together with a personalized and unique client-

critical consultation process, the Synergize™ solution:
 Enables Electronic paper charts (EPC) and Electronic

medical records (EMR) to co-exist

  Flexible and scalable to expand from one department

to the entire organization

  Customizable for specific data retrieval needs of each

user, department and facility

  Compliant with HIPAA and other government

enforced regulations

ACHIEVE HIPAA COMPLIANCE COST
EFFECTIVELY WITH SYNERGIZE™

The US Federal Government has mandated the 

protection of patient privacy and health information

(HIPAA) making the shift to automated, electronic 

medical records a necessity.

Old tools, technology and a shortage of IT skills are

resolved because Microdea's Synergize™ Document

Imaging Solution includes the critical tools necessary to

meet HIPAA patient privacy rules and standardization of

data in compliance with the government's Health Care

Financing Administration (HCFA) regulations.

TRUST MICRODEA FOR THE RELIABLE AND

SECURE SOLUTION FOR PATIENT CHART

INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

Microdea Inc. delivers hospital- specific, yet flexible

and dependable document imaging, management and

workflow solutions that are scalable, reliable and cost

effective. Microdea has built a solid reputation with the

Synergize™ Document Imaging Solution in Canada

and the US. Microdea has provided superior solutions

to many high profile industry leaders through a 

personalized  client-critical consultative process. This

enables people to work together, share information,

efficiently, organize and monitor activities to assist

facilities in meeting their goals and achieving success. 

Microdea provides well managed transition and 

successful implementation while your health care 

facility installs a state of the art document imaging and

management solution.

Microdea Inc. views all projects as a joint partnership

between highly skilled employees and your organiza-

tion. Our expert team provides a complete solution and

strives to ensure your complete satisfaction. 

MICRODEA INC. 

PARTNERING FOR YOUR SUCCESS

Microdea Inc., developer of Synergize™ delivers new

possibilities and technology enhancements by working

together with strategic partners.
15 Wertheim Court, Suite 301

Richmond Hill, ON Canada  L4B 3H7

905-881-6071
www.microdea.com

"Microdea offered the solution that most

closely matched Sick Kids requirements for 

on-line access to the electronic patient chart," 

commented Dr. John Edmonds, 

Clinical Director Medical Informatics,

Hospital for Sick Children.

C o m m u n i c a t i o n

E x c e l l e n c e

Te a m w o r k

When the Hospital for Sick Children

decided to automate their Patient Charts,

they relied on a Synergize™ Document

Imaging Solution by Microdea Inc.

Due to continuing product development, information in this brochure is 
subject to change without notice. SynergizeTM, all rights reserved Microdea Inc. 
Any other company names, trade marks or trade names mentioned are registered
to their respective owners.
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